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AN INTRINSIC CHARACTERIZATION FOR PI FLOWS

DOUGLAS C. MCMAHON AND LOUIS J. NACHMAN

An intrinsic characterization for a minimal flow (X, T)
to be a PI flow is given. This characterization is then
combined with some recent techniques of R. Ellis to prove
the general PI and HPI versions of the Veech Structure
Theorem,

0. Introduction* A pointed minimal flow (X, xQf T) is PI if
there is an ordinal A, a collection of pointed minimal flows {(Xh xλ):
X <̂  Λ}} and a homomorphism π, π: (XΛ, xA) —> (X, xQ) such that

( i ) Xo is the trivial flow
(ii) for each X<Λ there is a homomorphism φl+ι, φ\+ι: (Xλ+lfxλ+1)-+

{Xh xλ) which is either proximal or almost periodic,
(iii) for each limit ordinal λ0 ^ Λf (XλQ, XXQ) is inv lim {(Xif xλ):

λ < λ0}, and
(iv) π is proximal.

The collection of flows {{Xλi xλ): XS^Λ} and the associated maps {φ\+ι}χ<Λ

are called a PI tower for (X, x0, T). (X, x0, T) is strictly PI if π
is the identity map. For a discussion of the role of PI flows in
topological dynamics, see part 2 of Veech's article [9].

With the exception of the definition, the only condition equi-
valent to PI in the literature is that the group for the flow, G(X,
x0), contain the group GTO. (See [10] for a characterization of PD
flows.) In this paper we give an intrinsic characterization of PI.
Section 1 is devoted to this characterization.

In a recent paper, [3], Ellis proved that the Furstenberg
structure theorem holds for any distal flow. Modifying Ellis's
technique and applying our characterization we show, in § 2, that
for a large class of properties of flows, all flows with one of these
properties are PI iff all metric flows with the same property are
PI. As a corollary, we show that every point-distal flow is PI.
Using this fact we establish that every point-distal flow is actually
HPI (the proximal maps in the PI tower are highly proximal) thus
proving the General Veech Structure Theorem.

We assume throughout this paper that the reader is familiar
with the general theory of PI flows as contained in [5] or [6]. Our
notation is primarily that of Glasner's book, [6], with the obvious
modification that our group actions are written on the right. In
particular, for a fixed topological group T, M(T), or just M, is a
fixed minimal right ideal in βT with the usual semi-group structure.
J(Γ), or just J, is the set of idempotents in M(T). IfUQT then
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[U, U] = {peM(T) I there is a t e U such that pte Ό) where Ό is
the closure of U in βT.

If (X, XQ) and (Y, yQ) are pointed minimal sets and φ:(Xfx0)-*
(Γ, 2/0) then R(φ) = {(x19 x2)eX x X\ φ{xx) = φ(^2)}, Q(φ) is the relative
regionally proximal relation, S(φ) is the relative equicontinuous
structure relation, D(φ) is the set of almost periodic points in R(φ).
G{X, x0) and G(Y, y0) are the groups for (X, x0) and (Y, y0) relative
to a fixed ueJ{T). We denote the map from βT to X given by
p —> xQp by βXo. We use cx, or just c to denote closure in X.

We wish to |thank the referee for pointing out an error in an
earlier version of Lemma 1.1 of this paper and for suggesting
shorter proofs of (1) implies (2) of Theorem 1.1 and of Lemma 2.3.

1* PI Flows* The characterization of PI flows we present
involves the nice behavior of a certain class of closed subsets of
the flow. The nice behavior involves a relation which looks like a
strong localization of the regionally proximal relation. (See [9]
where a nonlocal version of this relation is mentioned.) To be
specific, if (X, T) is a flow, K a subset of X, and x and y belong
to K, we say x is strongly regionally proximal to y in K, which
we abbreviate x e SRP(K, y), if there are nets {kn} in K and {tn} in
T such that lim kn = y, lim kntn = x, and lim xtn — x.

The easiest way to describe the class of closed subsets we are
interested in is by using J(T) = J. The closed subsets we need are
those sets K contained in X which contain at least two points (we
will call them nontrivial) and for which Kw is dense in K for some
w eJ.

The referee noted that by 2.2 of [5], if x, y e Ku, then x e
SRP(Ku, y) iff y is in the X closure of Ku Π U for every ^"-neigh-
borhood U of x. In particular, x e SRP(Ku, y) implies y is in the
F closure of Ku Π U for every F-neighborhood U of x. A proof of
(5) implies (1) in the following theorem could be given by exploiting
these ideas.

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (X, T) is minimal. Then the following
are equivalent:

(1) (X, T) is not PL
(2) For some w eJ there is a closed, nontrivial set K Q X

such that K = cx{Kw) and such that for each x e K, xe SRP(K, y)
for all y e K.

(3) For some w eJ there is a closed, nontrivial set K ζZ X
such that K = cx(Kw) and such that for some xeK, xeSRP(K, y)
for all y e K.
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(4) For some w eJ there is a closed, nontrivial set K ζZ X
such that K = cx{Kw Π K) and such that for each xeK, xe SRP(K,
y) for all yeK.

(5) For some w eJ there is a closed, nontrivial set K £ X
such that K — cx(Kw Γ) K) and such that for some x e K, x e SRP(K,
y) for all yeK.

Proof. Clearly (2) implies (3), (2) implies (4), (4) implies (5),
and (3) implies (5). We show that (1) implies (2) and that not (1)
implies not (5).

(1) implies (2).
Throughout this proof we use the notation of [6] with the

modification mentioned in the introduction and all references are to
[6].

Let (X, T) be a flow which is not PI. Let M be the universal
minimal flow and let ueJ. Consider GJu) = G«> for the pointed
minimal flow (M, u) as defined on pages 135, 138. Fix ueJ, let
F = GJu), and let weJ for which Fw is an F minimal flow with
F acting on the left (see page 142). Consider (M, w) and note
that GJw) = Fw. Applying 6.2, page 143, with u replaced by w, F
by GJίw), and A = {w}, and noting that H{GJw)) = GJw), we have
that, for each neighborhood U of w, the set {peMiwteU and
pt G U) is dense in cM(GJw)). Now suppose p e cM{GJw)), then
pcjiiGJw)) = pwcMiGJw)) = CjripwGJw)) = cM(GJw)) since pw e GJw)
by Lemma 1.5, page 115.

Now fix x0 in X with xow — x0 and take K — XQCM(GJW)) which
is cz(xjGJίw)). Let xeK and note t h a t xcM(GJw)) = K. Then

clearly x e SRP(K, y) for all yeK. Finally note that Kw is a dense
subset of K and thus (1) implies (2).

Not (1) implies not (5).
Let (X, T) be PI and let {Xx: X ̂  Λ) and {φ\+ι}λ<Λ be a PI tower

for (X, T). Let π: (XA, T) -> (X, T) be the proximal map. We
will use cλ for closure in Xh c for closure in X. Let w be any
element of J and let K be any nontrivial closed set in X such that
c{Kw f]K) - K. (Note if c(Ku n K) is trivial for all K £ X, then
Not (1) implies Not (5) immediately). Let K* - ^(^[jfiΓlwn^"1^]).
Note that π maps IT* onto K.

For each λ < Λ, let ^ : X^ —»X* be the obviously induced mapf

Let β < Λ be the smallest ordinal for which φβ(K*) is not a single
point. We note that, because of condition (iii) of the definition of
PI flows, β is not a limit ordinal. Therefore, β — 1 is also an
ordinal.
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We first show that φ\_±\ Xβ —> Xβ_L is not a proximal map. To
see this, note that if it were, all points in φβ(K*) would be proxi-
mal since φ^-xΨβiK*) is a single point. Since π~λ[K]w Π π~ι[K] is
dense in K*, φ^π^iK^w Π π'^K]) is dense in φβ{K*). Let x* and
y* be in π~\K]w Π π~\K]. Then a;*, y* e π~x[K]w and therefore
x*w = x* and i/*tί; = #*. Thus 9^(sc*)w = 9^(a;*) and φβ(y*)w = φβ(y*).
So, if all points in φβ(K*) are proximal, 9 (̂a?*) = <Pβ(y*) and φβ(K*)
has a dense subset of only one point, contradicting the choice of β.
Since φ\_γ is not proximal, it must be almost periodic.

We show that K does not satisfy (5) of the statement of the
theorem by demonstrating that for every x e K there is a y e K
such that x&SRP{K, y). With this in mind, let xeK and choose
x* e if* such that τr(x*) = x. Let y* be any element of K* such
that φβ(y*) Φ <Pβ(x*) and let y — π(y*). If x and y are equal, then
x* and y* are proximal and thus φβ(x*) and <pβ(y*) are proximal.
But <pjLi is almost periodic and hence does not identify any proximal
points. Therefore, since φβ(x*) Φ ψβ{y*) and φββ^φβ(x*) = φβ

β-ι<Pβ(y*),
we conclude that x Φ y.

Now suppose a; e SRP(K, y). Then we can find nets {kn} in i ί
and {ίft} in Γ such that lim kn = y and lim (a?, kn)tn ~ (xf x). For
each n, let fcj e K* such that ττ(fc ) = kn. Since X7ί is compact there
are subnets {&*} and {tm} such that the three nets {&£}, {fcίίw}, and
{α?*ίw} all converge, say to z*, 6*, and α* respectively. Since π is
proximal, 2* and y* are proximal, and α*, 6*, and #* are proximal.
Now, since ^_i(&*) is a singleton, ψβ^ix*) = 9> _̂i(fcί) and 9>/9_i(&*O =
ψβ-άkHJ. Thus ^ ^ ( x * ) - ^_χ(i/*) and ^_,(α*) = ^ ( δ * ) . There-
fore, since ^ _ 2 is almost periodic, ?> (̂a;*) = <Pβ{y*) and 9^(α*) = ^(6*) .

Now consider φβ(x*) and φβ(k*). Clearly the net {φβ(kt)} con-
verges to <pβ(z*) and hence to φβ(y*); (<pβ(x*)9 Ψβ{kt))e R{φβ

β-d\ and
lim (φβ(x*)9 <Pβ(kZ))tm — (<Pβ(a>*\ Ψβiβ*))- Thus, we must conclude that
(<Pβ(v*)f Φβ(v*)) is in Q(9??_i). Since ^(a?*) ^ ^(i/*) by construction
and <ρ̂ _! is almost periodic, this is a contradiction. We there-
fore must conclude that x g SRP(K, y) completing the proof of the
theorem.

The following lemmas contain useful characterizations of the
conditions of Theorem 1.1.

LEMMA 1.1. Suppose (X, T) is minimal and K Q X is closed
and nontrivial, then the following are equivalent.

( 1 ) There is a w eJ(T) such that Kw Π K is dense in K.
( 2 ) There is a cartesian product Xα(X«, T) where (Xa, T) = (X,

T) for each a and a point (xa} in X α X α such that
(a) the range of (xa}f that is, {xa}, is a dense subset of K, and
(b) (xa) is an almost periodic point of Xα(Xα, T).
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The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

LEMMA 1.2. Suppose (X, T) is minimal. Suppose K £ X and
xeK, then the following are equivalent.

(1) x e SRP(K, y) for all yeK.
(2) For every index a for X, aT(x) Π K is dense in K.

The proof involves the iterated limit theorem for nets and is
also omitted.

As an application, combining Theorem 1.1, Lemma 1.2, and the
general Furstenberg structure theorem for distal flows [3], we have
the following characterization for distal flows.

THEOREM 1.2. A minimal flow (X, T) is distal iff for every
nontrivial closed K and for every x e K, there is an index a such
that aT(x) f] K is not dense in K.

Proof. Suppose (X, T) is distal. By the general Furstenberg
structure theorem, (X, T) is PI. Then, by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma
1.2, for every w eJ and every nontrivial K such that K — c(Kw),
and for every xeK, there is an index a such that aT(x) Π K is not
dense in K. Since (X, T) is distal, K = Kw for all weJ, complet-
ing the first half of the proof.

Suppose for every nontrivial closed K and for every xeK there
is an index a such that aT(x) Π K is not dense in K. We show
that every pair of distinct points are distal. Let xf y e X and let
K — {x, y). Then either x — y or there is an index a such that
aT(x) Γ) K = {x}. Thus, either x — y or x and y are not proximal;
(X, T) is distal.

2. The Veech structure theorem* In a recent paper [3] Ellis
proves that all distal minimal sets satisfy the Furstenberg structure
theorem, that is, all distal minimal sets are PI. Using a modifica-
tion of Ellis's technique and Theorem 1.1, we show that, for a large
class of properties, all minimal flows with a given one of these
properties are PI if and only if all metric minimal flows with the
given property are PI. One of these properties is "there is a point
with countable proximal cell". It then follows from known results
that any flow with a point with countable proximal cell is PI. Since
all point-distal flows satisfy this property, it follows that all point-
distal flows are PI.

Suppose P is a property of transformation groups. We will
call P a transferable property if

(1) P is preserved by transformation group homomorphisms
onto minimal sets, and
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(2) if (X, T) has property P and S is a subgroup of T then
there is a point x*eX such that (c(x*S), S) has property P.

As will be seen in the proof of the main theorm of this section
(Theorem 2.1), conditions (1) and (2) are what is needed to transfer
property P from a minimal (X, Γ) to a constructed minimal metric

For the purposes of the following discussion we assume (X, T)
is minimal with a transferable property P and that (X, T) is not a
PI flow. Then by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 there is a nontrivial
closed subset K Q X, an idempotent ueJ(T), and an xQeK such
that c(Ku) = K and aT(x0) Π K is dense in K for every index a on
X. We assume that d is a continuous pseudo-metric for X for
which sup {d(x0, x)\xe K) Φ 0 and for which d(x, y)^l for all x, y e
X. Proofs of some of the following can be found in [3].

Suppose H is a countable subgroup of T. Define R{H) to be
{(xlf x2)eX x I | φ Λ x2h) = 0 for all heH). Then R(H) is a closed,
1?" invariant, equivalence relation. We denote the quotient map
from X to X/R(H) by φ. Suppose H is indexed by H = {fet}Γ=i.
For every α, beX/R(H) let σ(α, 6) = ΣΓ=i2~ίd(x1/^ α^J where ?>(&!) =
α and φ(x2) = 6. Then σ is a metric whose topology is the quotient
topology on X/R(H). Thus XJR(H) is a compact metric space and
is therefore 2nd countable. We let & = ^{H) be a countable basis
for the topology ôf X/R(H). If '{iϊ4}Γ=i is a sequence of countable
subgroups of T such that H% Q Hi+1 and H = \jT=iHi and if for ί<^
j , ft: XIR{Hό) -> X/R(H%) is the cannonical map, then X/R(H) = inv
lim {X/RiHά ψi}.

The basic idea is that used by Ellis in Proposition 1.6 of [3].
We would like to find a subgroup H of T so that (a) (X/R(H), H)
is metric; (b) <£>O0) is an almost periodic point with dense orbit; (c)
φ(K) — K* has the properties which insure that (X/R(H), H) is not
a PI flow; and (d) (X/R(H), H) is a P-flow. In general we can
insure (a) by choosing H countable and (d) comes for free if we
have (b). If H is any countable subgroup of T we can find another
countable subgroup H\ H £ ΈL\ so that, relative to the new group
H', (b) and (c) are true in X/R(H). Since, in general, (X/R(H), Hr)
is not a transformation group, it is necessary to use an induction
and pass to a limit. Before stating the induction lemma we need
to introduce some notation.

To show that φ(xQ) e φ(X) = Y is an almost periodic point, for
any subgroup H of T, and any Ve&(H), we will denote by Fv a
finite subset of T with the property that xQTQ φ'^VjFv. The
existence of [these finite sets is guarenteed by the fact that x0 is
almost periodic in X.

To show (c), that (X/R(H), H) is not a PI flow, we use Lemma
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1.1 and Theorem 1.1. We would like to show the existence of a
(Vn) e XΓ=i 7 that is almost periodic and has dense range {yn} in i£*.
In actuality we are forced into Xΐ=1 (Xf=1 Y) in order to index
things properly. We do this by inductively constructing iyn)m).
Suppose H is a subgroup of T and suppose we have Kn — {kitj | 1 ^
j£n, l^i< oo} a subset of Ku. Let &n be the basis for χ;= 1 (Xΐ^X/
R(H)) formed from &{H). Let «&,>;> be the element of X]=1(Xΐ=iX)
whose jth coordinate has kίfj as its ith coordinate. Then ({k^^ is
an almost periodic point of X7=i(XΠ=i-3Γ) since {(ki)j)u = {{kί)j). Then,
for each Ue^?n, we will denote by Eσ a finite subset of T such
that {{k^^T^φ-W^Eu where φ is the map from XJ=1(XΓ=i-X:) into
XU(X?=iX/R(H)) induced by <p.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose H is a countable subgroup of T and
K(n) — {kitj \1 ^ j S n, 1 <L i < 00} <= Ku. Then there is a countable
subgroup H* of T and a set K(n + 1) = {kfj \l^j^n + lfl^
i < °°} £ Ku such that

(1) ίί£iϊ*.
( 2 ) kΐtJ = kitJ for l ^ j ^ n , l ^ i < co.

( 3 ) <p(xQH*) is dense in X/R(H).

( 4 ) <p(K(n + 1)) is dense in <p(K).

( 5 ) For any Ve^(H), φKφ'W] x ^ " l Vr])-EΓ*(a?0) Π X]
is dense in φ(K).

(6) U{Fy
( 7 ) U { ^

Proof. For each F e ^ ( £ Γ ) let tveT such t h a t Xo^e

and let L± = {tv\ Ve^(H)}. Then φ{xQL1) is dense in φ(X) and Lx

is countable.
For each We^(H) such that Kf]φ~1[W]Φφ and for each

F e ^ ( f ί ) let t = t(V,W) be such that [(<p~ι[V] x φ^f F])ί](cc0) n
if ίΊ ̂ [ T Γ ] ^ φ. Let L2 = {ί( V, W) I if Π 9)-1!TΓ] Φ Φ, V, We έ?(H)}.
Then φ[{φ~\ V] x 9?"x[ V])L2)(x0) Π ίΓ] is dense in φ(K) and L2 is countable.

Let Lz= Ό{Fv\Ve &{H)}. Then L3 is countable.
Since φ(Ku) is dense in 9>(ίΓ) we can choose a countable subset,

K\ of ίΓ^ such that φ{Kr) is dense in φ(K). Let iC' be indexed
by JΓ' = {fc;}?βl. Let ((fcι*>i> be the element of XJil(XΓ=i-ϊ) whose
jth coordinate, 1 ^ i ^ ti, has fcify as its ith coordinate and whose
(n + l)th coordinate has k[ as its ith coordinate. Then ((fc*)y> is an
almost periodic point of XJiKXΐ^X). For each Ue^n+1(H) choose
Eυ as described above. Let K(n + 1) = K(n) U K' with the obvious
indexing. Let L4 = U {^ | C/e^+ 1(H)}. Then L4 is countable.

Let if* be the subgroup of T generated by H U Lx U L2 U L3 U
L4. Then, since each of these sets is countable, if* is countable.
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It is now easily checked that K(n + 1) and H* satisfy the require-
ments of the lemma.

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose P is a transferable property of flows.
Then every minimal P-flow is a PI flow iff every metric minimal
P-flow is a PI flow.

Proof Clearly if every minimal P-flow is a PI flow then every
metric minimal P-flow is a PI flow.

Suppose (X, T) is a minimal P-flow and (X, T) is not PL Then,
from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, there is a nontrivial closed set
K £ X, a point x0 e X, and an idempotent u e J(T)f such that c(Ku) =
K and aT(xQ) Π K is dense in K for all indices a on X. Choose a
pseudo-metric d as in the above discussion.

Let k^Ku, Kt = {&J and <A?ifl> e XΓ=iX so that kiΛ = k,. Let
Hι = {e} where e is the group identity. Using Lemma 2.1 construct
a countable subgroup H2Q T and a countable set K2 = {kitj \ j — 1, 2;
1 <; i < oo} £ ϋΓw satisfying the lemma. Proceed by induction to
construct sequences {iίJ^U and {Kn = {fc<fi 11 ^ j ^ w, 1 <; i < oo}}
such that Hn £j iϊw+1 for w ^ 1, J?n £ JE"Λ+1 for ^ ^ 1, and for each
n, letting H - iϊw, X(Λ) = Kn, if* - H%+1 and K(n + 1) = iΓ%+1, the
conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. For each n, let X/R(Hn) =
XΛ, φ%:X->X%. For i ^ j let ψi:Xά-^Xi be the map induced by
iϊ, S ΐί,-. Let Γ = inv lim {XM, ψf} and H - Uϊ=i ίf% Then (Γ, fί)
is a transformation group, Y is a compact metric space, and (Y, H)
is (X/R(H), H). Let φ: X-> Γ be the quotient map and πH: Γ->XW

the projection map, n ^ 1.

REMARK 1. (Γ, i ί) is minimal.
We prove this remark by showing that y0 = φ(x0) is a transitive

point which is almost periodic. The collection of sets of the form
^ [ K d where n ranges over the positive integers and Vn ranges
over &n is a basis for Y (see [2]). Let T Γ ' ^ F J be a basic open
set. Since φn(xQHn+1) is dense in Xn, there is a teHn+1 such that
φn(xot) 6 Vn. But, since Hn+1 £ H, φ(xQt) e φ(xo)H Π ̂ ^'[FJ and y0 is
transitive.

To see that yQ is almost periodic, let Vne&(Hn). We claim
y0H Q π'^V^Fv^ Indeed, by construction x0T Q φ^iV^Fvj so for
heH, xQh e ^ [ 7 . ] ^ and thus φ(xoh) e <p[<P?[V*Wvn]=<P[<P?[VJi\Frn=
^[V^Fv^ Now since Fv% £ Hn+1 Q H and F Γ % is finite, y0 is almost
periodic.

REMARK 2. (Γ, ΐ ί ) is a P-flow
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Since P is a transferable property there is an x* e X such that
(c(x*H), H) is a P-flow, and since (Y, H) is minimal, φ: (c(x*H), H)-*
(Y, iϊ) is surjective. Since (c(x*H), if) is a P-flow and P is trans-
ferable, (Y, i ϊ) is a P-flow.

REMARK 3. Let K' = USU #«• Then φ(K') is dense in φ(K).
We leave the proof of this remark to the reader.

REMARK 4. There is an idempotent u* e JCff) such that φ(Kf)u* =

Define «(*<>,> 6 Xf=1 (XΓ=1 Y) by α<fJ- = 9>(ft(fi) e φ(K'). By Lemma
1.1, we can complete the proof of this remark by demonstrating
that ((α.X ) is almost periodic in Xf=1 (XΓ=i Y)

A basic open set in χy=1 (XΓ=i Y) is of the form fnι[Vn] where
/»: X~=i(XtLi Y) —» X?=i (XΓ=iίJ is the obvious projection map and
Vn is a basic open set in X?=i(XΓ=i-3ΓΛ). By construction, for every
such Vn, ( W ^ Γ S ^[FJJS?^ where £7F% £ H, 1 ^ i < -o, 1 ^ j g n,
and ^Λ: Xy=i(XΓ=i-X")—> X?=i(XS=i-X"n) is the homomorphism induced
by φn. Let gn be the projection from χf=1 (χr = 1 X) onto XJ=1 (X?=1X).
Then, ((k^HQik^yTQ gΐΦΛVJE^, l ^ i < o o , i ^ j < o o . There-
fore, ((αi>i>£ΓC/ίr

1[Fn]JSr

Γw and since J£Γw is finite and a subset of
H, iat)d} is almost periodic, completing the proof of Remark 4.

REMARK 5. For every index β on Y, βH(y0) Π <p(if) is dense in

Let /S be an index on Y. Then there is a basic open set π^[F%]
such that (π^iV^xπ-'iV^H Q βH. Let π^ι[Wm] be any basic open
set for which π^[Wm\Γ\φ{.K)Φφ. Let w* = max(m, %) and let Vn* =
(ΨIΎWΛ and Wn. = (ΫZrWΛ. Then ^ [ T Γ J = τrίί[TFΛJ and
TΓ Ί F . ] = πnl[Vn*]. By construction, ^ [ ( ^ [ K , ] x <PΪ[Vn.])HMn
K] Π Ŵ * is not empty, say it contains φ(x*) where x* e(φ~i[Vn^\ x
<PΪ[Vn.])HMΓίK Then, ^ * ) is in π~i[Wn.] and in ?>(£:). There is
an feeJffw*such that (x*, ίco)ft~

x 6φ»ί[Fw*] x 9^7[^*1 a n ( i hence (9(«*),
T/O)̂ -1 6 πJ[Vn] x 7Γ-[FJ. Since heHn*^ H, βH(yQ) Π 9?(ίΓ) ΓΊ πϊ[Wm]
contains φ(x*). Thus, βH(y0) Π <p(K) is dense in φ(K).

REMARK 6. Combining Remarks 1, 3, 4, and 5 we conclude that,
since K* is nontrivial by the original choice of d, (Y, H) is not PL
By Remark 2, (Y, H) is a P-flow. Thus, if there is a non-PI mini-
mal P-flow there is a non-PI metric minimal P-flow, completing the
proof of the theorem.

It is well known that any metric minimal flow that contains a
point x0 for which P[x0] = {xeX\x is proximal to x0} is countable
is a PI flow [5, 6]. In particular, if (X, T) has a distal point this
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is the PI version of the Veech structure theorem. (The HPI ver-
sion states that point-distal flows which are quasi-separable are HPI,
the proximal maps in the PI tower are highly-proximal [1].) The
property "has a point whose proximal cell is countable" is trans-
ferable and thus, by the above theorem and known results, any
minimal flow with this property is PI. Thus, the PI version of the
Veech structure theorem holds in general. We will also show that
the HPI version holds in general.

LEMMA 2.2. The property: (X, T) contains a point xQ such that
P[x0] = {xeX\x is proximal to x0} is countable; is transferable.

Proof. Suppose (X, T) has this property. Let φ: (X, T)-+(Y,
T) be a transformation group homomorphism and (Y, T) be minimal.
Then φ(P[x0]) = P[<P(%0)] and hence (Y, T) has the property.

Suppose S is a subgroup of T. Consider (c(x0S), S). Clearly if
y is S-proximal to x0 then y is Γ-proximal to x0 and hence (c(x0S), S)
has the property. Thus it is transferable.

COROLLARY 2.1. Any minimal set that has a point with coun-
table proximal cell is PL

Proof Use X.7.2 of [6], Theorem 2.1, and Lemma 2.2.

COROLLARY 2.2. (General Veech structure theorem-PI Version)
A point-distal flow is PI.

Note that Corollary 2.1 also implies the general Furstenberg
structure theorem. We conclude this paper by proving the HPI
version of the general Veech structure theorem. The following
lemma is needed.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose (X, T) and (Y, T) are minimal and φ:
(X, T)—>(Y9 T) is a homomorphism. Suppose (X, T) is PI and
D(φ) is dense in R(φ). Then either φ is an isomorphism or
S(φ) Φ R(φ).

Proof Fix ueJ, and let x0, y0 be points in X and Y respec-
tively such that xou = x0, you = y0, and φ(x0) — yQ. Since Dip) is
dense in Rip), φ is full by 4.3 of [5]. Thus there exists a flow Z
such that the diagram

X

•ix
rr+ Y
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commutes, β is almost periodic, and G(Z) = G(X)H(G(Y)) where
G(X) = G(X, x0), G(Y) = G(Γ, y0), G(Z) = G(Z, α(a?0)) and H is as de-
fined in 1.9 of [6], page 117.

Now suppose S(φ) — R(φ). Then β is an isomorphism and thus
G(Y) = G(X)H(G(Y)). For each ordinal λ let Hλ+1(G(Y)) = H(Hλ(G(Y)))
and if λ is a limit ordinal then Hλ(G(Y)) = n {Hr(G(Y)):y < λ}. It
then follows by induction and X.4.1 of [6] that G(Y) = G(X)Hλ(G(Y))
for all ordinals λ. Let η be the least ordinal for which Gv = GM.
Then Hη(G(Y)) £ GL. We then have

G(F) = G{X)Hη{G{Y)) £ (?(*)<?„ = G(X)

since (X, Γ) is PL
Therefore G(Y) = G(X) and φ is proximal. Thus £>(<?) £ P(φ)

and hence, since D(9) is dense in R(φ), R{φ) = J and ^ is an iso-
morphism.

Suppose (X, T) is a PI flow. To construct the cannonical PI
tower for (X9 T) we begin with the map X—>{x] from X to the
one point flow, and use the prime construction [5, 6] to form the
diagram

Λ
Since (X, T) is PI, either φ' is an isomorphism or S(φ') Φ R(φ') and
a nontrivial Z' can be inserted so that the following diagram com-
mutes.

X' >X

iX I
Z' > Y' »{x}

δ a

The prime construction is then applied to 7. The process, induc-
tively, yeilds a PI tower for X.

An alternative to the prime construction of Ellis, Glasner, and
Shapiro is the star construction originally due to Veech [8] (see
also [9]). In general, the star construction yields a diagram

χ

Γ *
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where a and β are highly proximal and φ* is open, but in general
S(φ*) may be equal to R(φ*) without φ* being an isomorphism.
When the star construction can be used, the constructed tower is
an HPI tower [1], We show that for point-distal flows the star
construction can be used to construct an HPI tower and hence
point-distal flows are HPI.

THEOREM 2.2. (General Veech structure theorem-ΉPl version)
Every point-distal flow is HPI.

Proof. Recall that if φ\ X -» Y then x0 e X is a ^-distal point
iff φ(x) = φ(x0) implies x and x0 are distal. We first note that if
φ:X-> Y is open and x0 is a <£>-distal point, then D(φ) is dense in
R(φ)9 and that if φ: X—> Y has x0 as a <ρ-distal point then φ*: X*-»
Y* has a φ* distal point (see, for example, [4] for proofs).

We then proceed by transfinite induction, using pointed flows,
to construct a diagram

X — Xo < Xλ < X2 * Xa < A a + i <

*ι y ι* y ι* I- y
{x} = ZQ < Yx +--— Zx < Y2 <—-— Z2 Za < Ya+i < - T — Za+1 <

do OQ (LI Oι da Oa

where for any nonlimit ordinal i, Xt = Xt~it Yt = Zt% di = c*_lβ

The existence of Zif bt-19 and cέ are guarenteed by the remarks
above, the fact that X is point-distal and hence PI by Corollary 2.2,

and by Lemma 2.3. If i is a limit ordinal Xt -A Zt is the inverse

limit of the diagram for all λ < i and hence Xt ^> Zt will have a c%

distal point. If η is the least ordinal for which R{dη) = S(dη), then
dη is an isomorphism and the diagram yields an HPI tower for X,
completing the proof.
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